
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Speisen 

restaurant: 

WO KANN MAN SPEISEN UND TRINKEN? 
(Where can you eat and drink?) 

essen / speisen / trinken 

die Gaststatte, die Gaststatten 
(similiar to American cafes and frequently a source of authentic cooking 

and specialize in serving local food; found especially in smaller villages) 

die Speisewirtschaft, die Speisewirtschaften 
die Gastwirtschaft, die Gastwirtschaften 
die Gaststube, die Gaststuben 

das Speiserestaurant I das Restaurant, die Restaurants 
(has a varied menu of hot foods, including a Spezialitat) 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TIPPING CULTURE IN GERMANY 

'The difference is that, whereas in an English pub you go up to the bar to buy your drink, in a 

German Kneipe you are served. The general rule is that you give a tip wherever there is table 

service," Stegbauer says. 

Handing over the tip is also a matter that requires sensitivity. 

"It needs to be done in a way that doesn't suggest hierarchy and which doesn't make it seem like 

you are putting the waiter in their place," says the academic. 

The normal way to do it is therefore to just ask for a little less change back then would otherwise be 

required. This avoids handing over extra cash, which could be seen as a way of showing off your 

generosity. 

Leaving money on the table when you leave is also acceptable, Stegbauer says. But he adds that 

this "could lead to an initial feeling of disappointment on the part of the waiter" as they will expect it 

to be given to them when the bill is settled. 

Alternatively, some establishments have a Sparschwein (piggy bank) that customers can drop a 

couple of coins into when they leave. 

The Frankfurt academic also warns that cultural factors limit just how helpful a waiter will be 

though. 

"Waiters in the US introduce themselves by name and are very friendly and helpful. But this is 

probably a cultural thing as you see the same behaviour at a supermarket too. In Germany this 

behaviour is neither common in a restaurant or a supermarket." 

So does tipping help improve the quality of service in Germany? 


